
New questions 

 

1. Player A plays a drop shot front left. The marker calls “Down”. The referee 

sees the ball good and that Player B could not have reached it. Does the 

referee : 

a. Call the ball good and play a let 

 b. Call the ball good, award the point to A but play a let on an appeal by B 

c. Call the ball good and award the point to A 

11.2.1.2 

 

 

2. Player A serves from the right at 2-0 and wins the rally. His opponent is then 

penalised a Conduct Stroke for dissent. For the next service : 

a. Player A should serve from the left at 4-0 

b. Player A should serve from the right at 4-0 

c. Player A should serve from the left at 3-0 

 

 

3. Player A hits a  serve which would have fallen short of the opponent’s service 

box. Opponent B steps forward and volleys the return into the tin. B appeals 

that it would have been a fault. The referee : 

a. Calls fault and awards B the point 

b. Plays a let 

c. Plays a no let and awards the point to A 

4.4.4 

 

4. The squash arena is noisy. At the appropriate time the referee calls “15 

seconds” followed by “Time. Player A is 30 seconds late, claiming that he 

could not hear the time calls because of the noise. The referee 

a. Applies an appropriate conduct penalty 

b. Takes no action 

c. Advises the player to remain closer to the court 

7.4 

 

5. During a rally, player A’s racket slips from his hand without interference. 

Player B can play the ball but chooses not to, having been distracted by the 

racket incident. Player B appeals. The referee : 

a. Awards a let 

b. Awards a stroke to player B 

c. Awards a no let against player B 

7.8/G3 

 

6. During a rally player A turns on a ball and plays the ball. Player B stays clear 

of the T. Player B appeals that he was unable to make a good return as A 

turned and he did not wish to be hit by the ball. The referee : 

a. Awards a let 

b. Awards the stroke/point to A 

c. Awards the stroke/point to B 

9.0 



7. Player A misses a volley in mid court, but has time to get back and make a 

second attempt to play. Player B, taken by surprise, makes no effort to clear 

and A is unable to play his shot. Player A appeals. The referee 

a. Awards a no let 

b. Awards a let 

c. Awards a stroke to A 

10.3.2 

 

8. The marker calls “Out” to a service by player A which the referee sees as 

good. The ball subsequently falls short of the service box. The opponent, B, 

makes no attempt to play. Both players appeal. The referee 

a. Corrects the out call and awards a let on A’s appeal 

b. Corrects the out call and awards a let on B’s appeal 

c. Corrects the out call and calls a fault 

11.5 

 

9. In reacting to a drive which comes at him unexpectedly, player A  plays his 

shot from behind himself between his own legs. The ball hits his opponent B 

and would have struck the front wall. The referee 

a. Awards a let 

b. Awards a stroke to player A 

c. Awards a stroke to player B 

 

10. Player A slips as he fails to reach a shot which wins the game for player B. He 

asks for injury time for a self inflicted injury. If the referee agrees to this, how 

much time does the player have before he must return to the court 

a. 90 seconds 

b. 3 minutes 

c. 4minutes 30 seconds 

 

11.  Player A believes he has played a winning drop, calls out a loud “Yes” and 

turns away. His opponent B reaches the ball , does not play it and appeals. The 

referee : 

a. Awards a let 

b. Awards a stroke to B 

c. Awards a no let 

 

12. In a team event, player A plays a good length shot. Team mates of A jump up 

and shout “Yes”. Player B stops and appeals. What does the referee award if 

he believes B could have reached the ball 

a. No let 

b. Yes let 

c. Stroke to B 
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